The two semantical "coordination tool" and "order tracking tool" are system lanes which show the intended actions which a future tool has to fulfill. Whether it is one or two systems which can support those functionalities is open. The two lanes show separated functionality for "coordination" and for "order tracking".

**Legend**

- RU: RU Harmonization
- IM: IM Harmonization
- RU: RU Path Request
- IM: IM Path Offer
- RU: RU Acceptance
- IM: IM Booking
- RU: RU Confirmation
- IM: IM Booking

**Path Request**

1. (85) check resources
2. (92) open new path request
3. (93) prepare request path
4. (94) check for catalogue path

**Offer (Path Details)**

5. (39) prepare request path
6. (40) prepare path details
7. (41) cooperate or reserve of path request
8. (42) construct path section
9. (43) check for catalogue path
10. (44) prepare path details
11. (45) receive message
12. (46) answer with "not possible"
13. (47) answer with "no path available"
14. (48) cancel traffic

**Dotted task**

- A subactivity, a structured set of tasks
- Comment for using the process/step
- Changed steps for YTT

**Questions, open issues**

- Dotted: information flow, exchanged in messages
- History:
  - 090416 1.0 Proposal
  - 090423 1.1 after discussion with P.Biger
  - 091109 1.2 after discussion in Karienau with R.Herleloph, M.Beermann, R.Achermann
  - 091128 1.3 input from meeting Brussels
  - 100119 1.4 input from meeting London
  - 100225 1.5 meeting Basel
  - 100617 1.6 company validation Brussels WW
  - 101216 1.7 meeting Bruxelles
  - 100909 1.8 Vienna: merge of "new/update dossier" messages
  - 101216 1.9 London: added and adapted legend
  - 110222 1.9 Frankfurt: added RU check for catalogue path